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Abstract 

The common problem of the students’ failure in programming courses is due to the lack of problem 

solving skills. This is regarded as the lack of ability to understand the problems, divide them in sub-

portions, and integrate them as a complete solution. The main purpose of this paper is to present 

preliminary findings of students’ comprehension and composition abilities focusing on problem 

solving activities related to interpreting code into flowcharts and flowcharts into code. The group of 

students tested were undertaking their second programming course. Initial findings from this study 

showed that the students possessed relatively weak problem solving skills even if they scored well in 

their fundamental programming course.  
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1. Introduction 

Computer programming is a fundamental course of the computer science curriculum. A trend of high 

drop out and failure rate in introductory computer programming courses in universities is a universal 

problem (Lahtinen, Ala-Mutka, & Järvinen, 2005; Mayer, 1981; Mhashi & Alakeel, 2013; Milne & 

Rowe, 2002; Mow, 2008; Tan, Ting, & Ling, 2009). The majority of these research works performed 

a survey study that focuses on students’ perceptions of difficulty in understanding and implementing 

both low-level (i.e., syntax, variable) and high-level concepts (i.e., OOP, debugging). A general 

conclusion produced from these studies showed that learning programming is a difficult task to master 

by novice programmers. This difficulty is attributed by various aspects including teaching methods, 

study methods, student’s ability, motivation and nature of programming (Gomes & Mendes, 2007; 

Renumol, 2009; Sweller, 1994).  

The study methods adopted by many students such as incorrect study methodologies and less 

intensive programming exercises contribute to this difficulty. Furthermore, the student’s abilities and 

attitudes towards programming such as the lack of problem solving skills required to interpret a 

particular problem statement, and limitation in mathematical and logical knowledge necessary to 

transform textual problem into successful solution code, are among the factors that reduce the 

students’ motivation to study programming. In addition, a pessimistic mindset associated with 

programming that spreads among the students sets an established reputation of programming courses 

being a difficult subject.  

Success in programming is further attributed by factors such as prior computing experience, strong 

mathematical skills, learning style, gender and culture (Butler & Morgan, 2007; Lister et al., 2004; 

Mhashi & Alakeel, 2013; Piteira & Costa, 2013; Renumol, 2009). Although, these factors, taken 

independently or dependently, arguably influence a student’s programming ability, many previous 

research outcomes indicated that one of the major reasons students have difficulties programming is 

due to their lack of skills to solve problems. This is demarcated by insufficient set of abilities 

necessary for solving problems such as abstraction, generalization, transfer and critical thinking 

(Gomes & Mendes, 2007). These abilities are associated with limited understanding of how a program 

is executed (Milne & Rowe, 2002) which includes the ability to understand a problem description, 

separate it into sub-portions followed by an implementation before assembling these pieces into a 

complete solution. Lister et al. (2004) asked individual undergraduate students to study short 



computer programs and answer multiple choice questions in an experiment that examines the 

processes involved in producing the solutions. Their study proposed that the inadequate knowledge 

and skills relate to the students ability to read code rather than writing which concluded that students 

often fail to analyse a short piece of code. However, this result is limited to reading code and choosing 

from a set of pre-defined answers. This approach may limit the results as students may use different 

mechanism for tasks such as writing code. Thus, considering the proposed future work by Lister et al 

(2004), the present study aims to evaluate students’ ability reading and writing code with respect to 

flowcharts (see below for flowcharts consideration). Both of these tasks can be classified as program 

comprehension (i.e., understanding what a program does such as aims and processes) and program 

generation (i.e., writing program code for a given programming problem). Robins, Rountree, & 

Rountree (2003) proposed that these tasks operate on different models. By this, novices tended to 

create program plans, while experts retrieve them, requiring explicit attention during planning and 

problem solving among novices. Thus, Robins et al (2003) proposed some level of dependent 

relationship between program comprehension and generation although they noted that these tasks may 

not be well correlated.   

Given this unclear relationship, the proposed research idea is reported as part of an ongoing study in 

programming education. This work-in-progress report is presented as part of the main goal to better 

understand novice learners’ lack of skills at solving problems in the context of advanced 

programming course (i.e.: Data Structure) and to provide recommendations (i.e.: learning 

model/framework of cognitive model) for novices to aid learning. As discussed, the preliminary focus 

of this study is an extension of Lister et al. (2004), where students are evaluated on their competency 

reading and translating flowcharts into program code and vice versa. Based on our teaching 

experience, this evaluation is considered important because often students report sufficient 

understanding of programming concepts but fails to demonstrate writing its equivalent programming 

code. This raise questions whether this issue is influenced by weak fundamental or advanced 

programming concepts, cultural impact or other unclear reasons. Thus, better understanding on this 

lack of skills would contribute to the development of improved problem solving strategies.  

Our motivation for the preliminary study described in this report was to assess the students’ 

composition and comprehension skills among those who passed the prior fundamental programming 

course. Specifically, investigation focuses on whether these skills would benefit novice learners to 

facilitate the solution process of a programming problem on a data structure topic (i.e.: linked list). In 

this context, comprehension refers to the students’ understanding of the given flowchart or program 

code and recognizing its relevant purpose. Composition refers to the students’ ability writing code 

with respect to the given flowchart or producing flowcharts from a specified set of functional code. 

Thus, this preliminary study will inform about students competency level at solving advanced 

programming problems. The proposed evaluation is different than those reported in existing literature 

as the student participants are assumed equipped with relatively strong fundamental programming 

concepts (i.e.: variables, control structure, arrays, methods, OOP)  commonly taught in the first 

programming courses as demonstrated by good grades acquired by majority of the students in their 

final examination results of the fundamental programming course.   

2. Flowcharting and code comprehension  

In programming, flowcharts are commonly introduced to early learners to facilitate the understanding 

of a problem and segments of the solution processes. Flowcharts are useful to aid the creation of 

solutions to problems or facilitate the construction algorithms. In addition, flowcharts would serve as 

a foundation in drafting solutions for a programming problem. However, this tool is less practiced in 

many cases especially by novice learners. Students jump straight into writing the solution code. Our 

observation showed that students often attempt to solve a problem almost immediately after a short 

contact with the problem description, even before careful analysis and understanding of the question 

requirement. This problem conforms with the study reported by Almeida (2004).  

Another empirical study by Shneiderman & Mayer (1979) investigated the effects of flowcharts on 

students’ performance in comprehension and debugging tasks between two different universities. A 

closer inspection showed that better performance was reported for the university which training 



emphasized the use of flowcharts although generally, no difference in performance was found. 

However, Shneiderman & Mayer (1979) concluded that flowcharts may serve either as an advantage 

where solution is an aid that translates the process from syntax to semantics or a disadvantage where 

flowcharts were taken as an alternative representation which interferes with the students existing 

semantic mental structure. As such, what types of supplementary representation help programming 

learners to build their internal semantics was raised as a question worth further investigation. 

Furthermore, various levels of abstraction can occur in a flowchart construct due to the richness of 

consideration for a programming solution. It will be interesting to investigate whether some level of 

generality occurs between reading code and producing the corresponding flowcharts and vice versa.  

 

2.1 Hypothesis    

It is assumed that if a student can consistently demonstrate an understanding of flowcharts by naming 

an appropriate function name for the given problem followed by writing the equivalent program code, 

then it is estimated that a student has adequate problem solving skills. Similarly for understanding 

code followed by drawing the flowchart. However, if a student can demonstrate comprehension at 

naming the method or flowchart, but not able to write the program code, it is reasonable to conclude 

that such students lack the knowledge and skills for problem solving. Similar principle is applied if a 

student is not able to either, name the method, draw the corresponding flowchart or write the 

appropriate program code.  

3. Data collection 

Data for this study was collected under exam conditions. The linked list data structure topic was 

tested. The students were taught this particular topic and completed a tutorial and a lab session prior 

to the test. Generally, the students learned the use of standard notational description of the basic 

shapes of flowcharts in their fundamental programming course. During teaching, the students were 

shown how these flowcharts were used in linked list.     

A total of 90 students contributed data to this part of the study. All students answered two questions – 

the first question on flowchart and the second on programming code presented in Java where 

necessary. The difficulty level for each question was considered equal as the two are developed based 

on slight variations of one another. This means the answer for question 1 is somewhat identical to the 

given flowchart from question 2. Similar principle applies to the programming code posed in question 

1.   

The open-ended questions required students to study a flowchart or a short source code of a method 

(i.e., getElement and contains methods) and provide answer in two parts, a) name the operation of the 

method or flowchart, b) draw the corresponding flowchart or write the code also in Java.  Score out of 

10 marks was calculated - one each for naming the code/flowchart and four marks for each correctly 

interpreted question. As for part (a) - naming the code, a full mark is given if the answer closely 

represents the processes defined by the code/flowchart showing that a correct answer is provided. 

Thus, the given method name answered need not exactly match the marking scheme. Ambiguities are 

resolved by validating with the corresponding answers provided in part (b) where a full mark is given 

for part (a) if the code/drawing in part (b) are correct.  The four marks for part (b) were divided by 

percentage of correctness with 25% for 1 mark and increase by an additional mark for every further 

25%. Zero mark is given if an answer is unrelated or incorrect.  

All students who undertook this test had taken a fundamental programming course studied in Java in 

their first semester. A large majority of them scored grade A in their final examination. They were 

undertaking the Data structure and algorithm course as advanced programming, a continuation 

programming course in their second semester of their first year at the time of the test.  



4. Performance data analysis and discussion  

The scores of the students are shown in Table 1 and 2. Figure 1 and 2 show the corresponding graph 

representation.  

 

Q1 Flowchart Composition 

Code  

Comprehension 

0 1 2 3 4 

Very weak Weak Average Satisfactory Excellent 

Poor (0) 1 3 6 10 18 

Excellent (1) 0 5 4 7 36 

Comprehension. Poor = 0 mark ; Excellent = 1 mark 

  Composition. Very weak = 0; Weak = 1; Average = 2; Satisfactory = 3; Excellent = 4 mark 

Table 1- Relationship between comprehension of code and composition of flowchart 

for Question 1 

 

 

Figure 1- Students’ success rate at understanding the code and drawing the flowchart for Question 1. 

The comprehension level is represented by poor(0) and excellent(1) performance.  

In question 1, the students’ performance analysis in terms of their ability to comprehend or understand 

the code (remarked by excellent comprehension in Table 1 and Figure 1) showed that majority of the 

students who named the method correctly could draw excellent flowchart equivalent to the given 

code. Similarly, those who did not manage to name the method correctly (remarked by poor 

comprehension) remained successful at drawing the flowchart, although the number of students for 

this dropped by half. However, a paired t-test between the code comprehension and flowchart 

composition did not show a statistically significant results. Thus this may not support our hypothesis 

fully that those who are competent at understanding the program code in terms of its functions and 

name the appropriate method name are able to compose the flowchart without difficulties. 
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Q2 Code Composition  

Flowchart 

Comprehension 

0 1 2 3 4 

Very weak Weak Average Satisfactory Excellent 

Poor (0) 6 25 9 3 1 

Excellent (1) 0 3 14 25 4 

Comprehension. Poor = 0 mark ; Excellent = 1 mark 

  Composition. Very weak = 0; Weak = 1; Average = 2; Satisfactory = 3; Excellent = 4 mark 

Table 2 - Relationship between comprehension of flowchart and composition of code 

for Question 2 

Analysis of question 2 showed that 25 students who could not interpret the flowchart (i.e.: not able to 

name the process workflow) adequately were weak coders as they only managed to write 

approximately 20% of the correct source code, thus, scored a 1 mark. Surprisingly, majority of the 

students who managed to name the process workflow of the flowchart were only able to write 

satisfactory codes. This means a large portion of the written source code were correct (i.e.: 75% 

correct), but contained inaccurate lines with respect to the given algorithm. Only four students showed 

excellent codes relative to the flowchart of question 2. A paired t-test comparison between flowchart 

comprehension and code composition showed a significant results, p<.05. This shows that there is a 

strong relationship between flowchart comprehension and code composition indicating that good 

proficiency reading flowcharts would at least improve a student’s competency at implementing 

program codes.  

Based on this preliminary investigation, between these results, it is reasonable to conclude that 

understanding programming code followed by drawing its equivalent flowchart seems easier 

compared to the opposite task. In other words, the statistical distribution of the code writing 

performance showed the mean towards excellent composition for the excellent comprehension group 

and with the mean towards very weak composition for the poor comprehension group, respectively. 

The students can be considered better problem solvers when translating code into flowcharts. 

However, their problem solving skills require more comprehensive knowledge, practice and skills 

necessary for understanding a flowchart before converting them into the respective code. A paired t-

test between both questions compared between each composition level was non- significant.  

 

 

Figure 2 - Students’ success rate at understanding the flowchart and writing the code for Question 2. 

The comprehension level is represented by poor(0) and excellent(1) performance. 
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5. Conclusion 

This preliminary study investigates first year Computer Science students’ level of comprehension and 

composition by analysing tasks related to interpreting code into flowcharts and flowcharts into code.  

These students were tested on linked list, a data structure topic they studied in their second 

programming course (CS2). The early findings showed that they are still weak in coding and solving 

programming questions although a large number of these students did well in their first programming 

course. This finding is consistent with that reported by Lister et al. (2004) who proposed that student 

who are weak at reading code are potentially also weak in problem solving. This translates to an 

interpretation that if students are unable to read code well, it is unlikely that they will do well in 

writing novel codes. The reasons for this lack of skills may be attributed by vast possibilities such as 

lack of comprehensive conceptual understanding of the data structure topic, students do not master the 

flowcharting knowledge and weak at coding or uses inappropriate syntax while solving a 

programming problem. The initial result of this study found that these students perform better in 

translating source code into flowcharts more than the opposite task. This suggests a few possibilities 

including 1) the flowchart notation may be harder to understand than the Java syntax, at least for the 

problem studied, 2) the nature of Java as an imperative language enables a short Java program as that 

tested in the present study to be automatically divided into short segments which can be individually 

examined. However, a flowchart taken as a large undifferentiated whole which has to be understood 

all at a time may be a contributing factor for the differences in both tasks. 3) the Java language in the 

form of syntax uses conventional lexemes for control structures and other operations allows 

immediate understanding of the corresponding semantics. In contrast, flowcharts do not have lexical 

representation for familiar control structures apart from the standard notational shapes (i.e., rounded 

rectangle for start/end program, rectangle for processing, diamond for decision, parallelogram for 

program input/output) that is less informative than the kinds of control/selection structures 

represented in codes (i.e., for loop).The lexical representation have to be inferred from the 

connectivity between the shapes which can cause further difficulties as the parts of a flowchart can be 

spatially rearranged as long as the connectivity maintains. For this reason, a flowchart reader cannot 

necessarily rely on all types of loops structured in the same pattern. Thus, generally, this interpretation 

suggests that the flowcharts are a lower-level notation than the Java codes and the use of flowcharts 

for the type of task used in this study may be a causal role in the task being harder. Given this 

limitation, the next logical research step is to improve the notation used in this study. Instead of using 

flowcharts, a higher-level notation should be considered. The results of the present study could be 

better analysed using a more standardized coding scheme such as Good and Brna (2004), that was 

developed by analysing levels of abstraction in program summaries that allow participants to express 

their understanding in their own words. The coding scheme developed based on Pennington’s 

(Pennington, 1987) showed how descriptions of programs are classified.  Another limitation of this 

study is that only one question for each type of translation was tested. Thus, the present results only 

apply to the questions chosen. Hence, limits the generalization of the results. Less emphasize on 

flowcharting given during lecture and practical exercises could have contributed to the student’s 

ability in comprehending the flowcharts as expected.  

This inconclusive result stipulates further extensive study. It is proposed that the following is 

considered in the upcoming study: 

 Develop measures to specify what and how problem solving approaches can assist beginner 

learner to develop their semantic knowledge. 

 Evaluate the effectiveness of visualization in programming education by engaging learners in 

active learning activity.  

 Determine whether students who perform in comprehension of code and flowcharts would do 

well in other programming activities such as commenting code, completing incomplete portion of 

code, memorization, debugging, modification, restructuring a random process flow of algorithm.  

 Specify what learning activities facilitate novice learners to develop their problem solving skills.  



 Identify what cognitive processes are involved in problem solving and coding by testing and 

comparing existing learning models.  

 Analyse the levels of abstraction in programming comprehension according to the coding 

schemes proposed by Good and Brna (2004). 
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8. Appendix  

Questions were given to students in printed copies where they were asked to answer in empty spaces allocated 

in the question paper. Here, the spacing is altered to fit the conference format. A short description and notation 

of the basic shapes (i.e., rounded rectangle for start/end of a program, rectangle for processing, diamond for 

decision, parallelogram for program input/output) used to represent standard flowcharts was given prior to the 

questions.  

 

Question 1 

Given are codes for OperationX(int index). Answer the following questions: 

public E OperationX(int index) { 

      Node<E> temp = head;    

      for(int i=0; i<index; i++) { 

         temp = temp.next; 

      }   

      return temp.element;              

    } 

a) What is the name of the Operation X? 

b) Draw the flowchart for OperationX(int index). 

 

 

Question 2 

Study the following flowchart.  

 

a) What is the name of the Operation Z? 

b) Using the method name you give in 2(a), convert 

the flowchart given above into code. Write the 

method signature with an appropriate method 

name. 

 


